Resolution to In Honor of Catherine Sandy

Whereas, Catherine Sandy was a leader alongside the late Deb Sanchez in the thirty plus year battle with large corporations and even the EPA to finally clean up and haul away the radioactive wastes left behind by Shattuck's abrogation of their responsibility to remediate the only such polluted site within any city in the U.S.A., and

Whereas, Senator Ken Salazar and Congressman Wayne Allard crossed party lines to speak to and recognized Ms. Sanchez and Ms. Sandy at a ceremony celebrating the completion of the clean up, and

Whereas Mayor Wellington Webb also spoke in praise of Catherine Sandy along with representatives from the EPA and the remediation contractors, with many of the neighborhood activists present, and

Whereas, Catherine Sandy was front and center and is our keeper of the history of this momentous undertaking along with the late preacher, civic leader and most visible leader Deb Sanchez, and

Whereas, Catherine Sandy never faltered in the fight and educated herself beyond all neighbors in the intricate science of pollution and toxic waste, and

Whereas her demands forced the EPA to rethink and eventually have a concrete monolith atop the radioactive site broken up and removed, along with the dangerous materials sealed beneath, and

Whereas Catherine has tirelessly served the Overland Neighborhood Association and the Denver neighborhood movement,

Now therefore, be it resolved that the Executive Committee and Board of Directors of Inter-neighborhood Cooperation does honor and profusely thank Catherine Sandy for her long time exemplary work and accomplishments.

On this day, October 24, 2013,

Larry Ambrose
President, INC